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What is a blockchain (or distributed ledger)? 

A distributed ledger is a system that allows parties 
who don’t fully trust each other to come to consensus 
about the existence, nature and evolution of a set of 
shared facts without having to rely on a fully trusted 
centralized third party.

- Richard Gendal Brown, CTO of R3
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While blockchain applications differ in setup, they 
commonly have seven characteristics in common

Common characteristics of  blockchain applications

Transaction data*

Data storage in 
sequential blocks*

Peer-to-peer data 
distribution*

Signed transactions

Users and user rights*

Consensus mechanism Cryptographic hashing*

* These characteristics will be briefly explained on the upcoming slides
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Various types of data can be stored on a blockchain, 
and users granted access 

Three types of assets that can be stored and 
exchanged on a blockchain:

► Currency: e.g. Bitcoin, Monero, Ethereum

► Digital assets: e.g. concert tickets, signed 
contracts, stocks, bonds

► Physical assets (reference to): e.g. shipping 
containers, diamonds, oil

Transaction data Users and user rights

Participants in the network and the rights they 
have, e.g. read, write (i.e. execute transactions) or 
validate executed transactions

Public 
Everybody can take part

Private
Only authorized users take part

Permissionless
Alle users have all rights

Permissioned
Users have different or limited rights

Typical 
corporate 

applications
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Hashing creates a unique fingerprint of any digital 
information 

Output: HashInput: Any digital information Hash function

A message can be any type of digital 
information, e.g.

► Contracts in PDF format

► Transactions

► The current location

► Names

► Photos, music, video

► The temperature in Amsterdam

The output is a hexadecimal number 
called a hash, digest or fingerprint.

► The same input always renders the 
same output

► The hash always has the same 
length, no matter how long the 
input

► Minor changes in message result in 
a major change in the hash

Anyone can verify an input was used to arrive at a hash, but the hash cannot be used to 
retrieve that same input
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Information is distributed peer-to-peer and data is 
stored in sequential blocks (hence ‘blockchain’)

Peer-to-peer data 
distribution

Data storage in 
sequential blocks

Data is exchanged by the users of the network, 
not by a central party

Transactions 
block 13

Tx hash

Previous hash

Block 13 hash

Transactions 
block 12

Tx hash

Previous hash

Block 12 hash

Block 12 Block 13

…

Each new block is chained to the previous one 
with a hash; if data is changed, the reference 
becomes incorrect and the chain is invalidated

Source: https://bitsonblocks.net/2015/09/09/a-
gentle-introduction-to-blockchain-technology/

Transactions 
block 14

Tx hash

Previous hash

Block 14 hash

Block 14
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Finance specific challenges addressed by blockchain

Siloed systems

Trading, order management, and 
settlement processes are housed in 
separate systems, in addition to multiple 
copies of shared ledgers, leading to time-
consuming and expensive reconcilliation 
processes

Lack of transparency

The mixture of manual, siloed 
systems and disorganized data 
creates databases with few 
actionable insights and analysis 
paralysis

Manual processes

A great number of processes 
are still in paper form, opening 
the door to unnecessary 
operational risks

Cyber security risk

Legacy systems give rise to cyber 
security risk as a result of segmented IT 
infrastructure. A hack into just one 
backdoor can compromise the whole 
organization

Disorganized 
compliance data

Data is not transferred 
between departments and 
organizations efficiently, 
resulting in unreliable 
customer due dilligence
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Treasury

Cost allocation

Intercompany

Contracting

Property and 
asset 

management

Identity 
management

The ideal application of blockchain for 
intercompany would allow for instant 
transactions with immutable 
documentation. This would simplify the 
intercompany transaction process, 
automating dispute resolution, and 
eliminating manual invoicing and process

Using a digitized contracting system, two 
anonymous parties can trade and transact 
without the involvement of a middleman or 
a trusted party. This, in turn, helps reduce 
or eliminate costs associated with 
monitoring and enforcement.

By using a distributed ledger, tracking the 
provenance of a property can be 
simplified and strengthened by 
transacting a digital token through the
blockchain system, eliminating the chances 
of corruption in transaction trail. This 
establishes the authenticity of the 
certificates, enabling buyer trust and 
eliminating provenance checks.

Blockchain provides an ideal platform to 
manage vulnerable peer-to-peer assets 
such as identities. The inherent fraud 
management capabilities of blockchain, 
through hardened cryptography and 
distributed ledgers, allow for an easy and 
secure way to share digital identities.

Corporate Treasury function can be 
transformed by implementing a blockchain-
based clearing and settlement function 
within the company’s financial network. The 
immutable nature of such a network lends 
huge credibility to financial risk 
management while effectively managing 
cash flow based on up-to-date financial 
numbers.

Blockchains with inbuilt smart contracts 
capability enable financial applications to 
allocate costs on a real-time basis 
eliminating the long, manual and error-
ridden process, thus improving efficiency 
and significantly reducing cost of the 
overall function.

There are many blockchain use cases in Finance that 
are worth exploring
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If you would like to learn more, we particularly 
recommend the following publication

The global blockchain benchmarking study 
presents a comprehensive view of: 

► How the financial services industry, as well as 
the public and private sectors in general, are 
currently using DLT 

► How they envision using it in the future, and 

► The challenges to mainstream adoption

Access the report at http://fsinsights.ey.com
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If you have any additional questions, feel free to 
reach out to any of the contacts below

Freek van Dam
Manager
Financial Services Advisory
+31 6 2908 4142
freek.van.dam@nl.ey.com

Vincent Waterman
Advisor
Financial Services Advisory
+31 6 2908 4615
vincent.waterman@nl.ey.com

Marieke van Eenennaam
Executive Director
Financial Services Advisory
+31 6 2125 2736
marieke.van.eenennaam@nl.ey.com

Elwin van der Kolk
Manager
Financial Services Advisory
+31 6 2908 3574
elwin.van.der.kolk@nl.ey.com


